Clear Sheet

Story Outline Worksheet
Story Title:
Genre:
PART ONE

Tense/POV:

Setting:

Introduction:

Who? What? Why?

Beginning Confrontation:

What causes the viewpoint character to face the antagonist?

Internal Initial Tension Scene (Call to Action):

What does the viewpoint character hope to obtain before the end of the
story? Why can't she have it? What will she do to get it?

External Initial Tension Sequel (Call to Action):

What does the viewpoint character need to do to obtain her goal? What
steps are required (physical) to achieve her desire?

Revealed Backstory (Vital Information):

Long before this tale, something must have happened to send our
protagonist on this journey? What do we need to know to better
understand this story?
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PART TWO

Internal Tension Scene(Obstacles):

Something is causing the protagonist to hesitate: why is she stalling? What
is making her second-quess starting?

External Tension Sequel (Obstacles):

What obstacles are in the viewpoint character's path? What is keeping her
from achieving her goals? What emotional obstacles are in her path?

Internal Higher Tension Scene (Elements of Danger):

It's not too late! The viewpoint character can turn back! Why should she
turn back? Why doesn't she turn around and run? What rewards will she
fail to achieve if she turns back now?

External Higher Tension Sequel (Elements of Danger):

Who is standing in the protagonists path? What evil designs have they
implemented to stop her? Why are they standing in her way?

Internal Highest Tension Scene (Obstacles Intensify):

What makes the viewpoint character realize she must go on? What gives
her goal new meaning? Why does she see her goal must be realized?
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MIDPOINT

False Ending (The Ultimate Obstacle):

What happens to the viewpoint character to give the antagonist the upper
hand? What conflict takes place? What is the chink in the armour?

PART THREE

External Highest Tension Sequel (Obstacles Intensify):

The antagonist now gets the the upper hand! How does the antagonist get
the best of the protagonist? What could make the situation worse? What
could possibly happen to make the reader believe there is no way for the
protagonist to win?

Internal Point of No Return Scene (Elements of Danger):

The antagonist is winning! What occurs that causes the viewpoint
character to decide that she will never go back? What makes her decide
she has crossed the point of no return?

External Point of No Return Sequel (Elements of Danger):

The antagonist is about to wrap this up! What event causes the protagonist
to determine there is no giving up? Why does she decide she must finish
the path?

Darkest Hour:

How deep do you want to take the protagonist? What is the lowest point of
despair? What is the worst possible thing that could happen?

Turning Point:

How does the viewpoint character recover from her deepest pitch of
dispair? How does she continue the fight? What inspiration comes her
way? How does she decide to risk everything?
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PART FOUR

Internal Climax:

What does the viewpoint character realize at the crucial moment? What
has she learned? What has she overcome? What lesson has she learned
and how has that changed her viewpoint?

External Climax:

What event helps her realize her change? How does the protagonist defeat
the antagonist?
[this should happen simultaneously with the Internal Climax.]

Internal Resolution:

How has the protagonist changed? Does she have a new understanding?
Did she learn a new lesson?

External Resolution:

What is the result of the final conflict? How are things different for the
protagonist? Has the antagonist survived or died? Will they be back? Will
the protagonist be back?

Character Realization (Growth):

How has the protagonist changed? Did she grow? Did the story end with a
satisfying outcome? What lessons have been learned and shared?
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Notes
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